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Women's basketball team
hosts Illinois State Thursday.
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tests escalate on the day of attack on Iraq
, the war in the Persian
on the same day
e organizations held
to protest U.S. involveGulf.
ked Coleman Hall audiphilosoph y professor
ord said he hopes the
'c support shown Wed. ht at the teach-in would

incredibly impressed to
e students could do,"
said, adding a lesson
ve been learned from the
War. "We have become
in the passion of greed and
'on is now more spiritualthan in the 1960s," he
•roups represented at the
included Eastern Illinois
for Peace in the Middle
the Newman Center, Pax
• and Students in Solidarity
People of Central America
).

nomic instructor Mark
t said the purpose of the
was to not only inform the
of the Middle East situat also to support our troops.
I our first duty is to support
and to bring them home
they belong," Weisbrot said.
isbrot focused on the ecoand domestic considerations
involvement in the Middle

homeless, education and drug crisis.
"Whatever the outcome of the
war, we are going to have to change
our government," Weisbrot said.
Illinois Army National Guard
member Steve Epperson warned
the audience of the numerous incapabilities of the chemical masks
and suits that the U.S. soldiers in
the Persian Gulf are equipped with.
Epperson said the advancement
of the U.S troops will be difficult
since the chemical suits they are
equipped with are only good for six
hours before a new suit is needed.
"How will we be able to advance
if we have to come back for another
suit," Epperson said, adding that
the gas masks need to be on nine
seconds after a chemical has been
detected in the area.
"If you're not protected in nine
seconds, it (the chemicals) will kill
you," Epperson said. Epperson
added that the equipment is effec-·
tive but does not hold up for long
periods of time.
After each panel member discussed their area of knowledge concerning the Middle East situation.
the discussion was open to the
audience.
Most of the audience members
agreed that the United States should
not be fighting the war in the
Middle East and that protest against
it was needed.
However, Eastern senior Tom
Faulkner said he opposed the idea
of protesting the war and said it
KEN TREVARTHAN\Staff photographer
showed a decrease in the support of
the U.S. troops, adding that his sis- Illinois Armv National Guard member Stere Epperson describes and
demonstrate~ use of a gas mask issued to U.S. troops fighting in the
ter and cousin are fighting
Persian Gulf. at a teach in sponsored by Eastern Illinois Coalition for
Peace in the Middle East Wednesday night.
"" Continued on page 2

U of I paper calls
for class boycotts
By TONY CAMPBELL
News editor
As flashes of bright light filled the
black Iraqi night one day after the
United Nations deadline, the staff
of The Daily Illini were no doubt
scrambling to piece together its
war-tainted edition.
Forgotten in the wake of the
Gulf War was The Daily Illini"s
stand on the Gulf issue - a bold
pronunciation for students to skip
classes to protest U.S. military
action on the front page of
Tuesday's edition.
"We didn't have a lot of
response to it - it kind of flopped,
but people were kind of
impressed," said Erika Rosenberg,
editor in chief of The Daily Illini.
"Some professors and students
didn't agree with the boycott."
The editorial claims the Bush
administration failed to give economic sanctions a chance and that
the deadline became a point of no
return, offering no further chance
for a diplomatic solution. "We are
not content for dying for a man
playing God," it stated.
Rosenberg said the decision to
run the editorial was made at the
staff's Sunday editorial board
meeting. "We just wanted to get
Bush's attention," she said, adding
that often it is difficult for young
people to receive any attention on
foreign or political issues.
The boycott proved uneventful.
though, as few heeded the call.

BO~

investigator will
present probe results
By CAM SIMPSON
Senior reporter
The nearly 3-month-old probe
of allegedly unethical hiring practices under an Eastern vice president will culminate Thursday in
Chicago as a Board of Governor's
investigator presents his final report
at a closed session, a BOG
spokeswoman said.
David Stanczak
the
Bloomington attorney hired by the
BOG to probe allegations of unethical hiring practices in departments
under Verna Armstrong, vice president for administration and finance
'_ is expected to give a "lengthy"
repon on his findings at Thursday·s
BOG meeting at Chicago State
University. said Michelle Brazell, a
spokeswoman for BOG Chancellor
Thomas Layzell.
The BOG represents and governs Eastern, Chicago State,
Western Illinois University.
Governors State University and
Northeastern Illinois University.
Brazell said the regular meeting
will begin at 8:30 a.m. and should
end by 11 a.m. She said BOG
. .. . . . . .. - ·- - - - - - - · · · .. - - - · ... ·-~~~- ·-·-_. .. _

• BOG may approve
computer. Page 3
members and Eastern President
Stan Rives would then meet for a
closed, executive session to discuss
Stanczak's findings.
The public is barred from attending executive sessions under an
exception to the Illinois Open
Meetings Act.
That session, Brazell and
Stanczak both said. should last well
into the afternoon. Stanczak is
expected to present his findings
and several undisclosed recommendations at the session. Brazell
said.
The recommendations will then
rest with Rives, who will ultimately
decide what, if any, action should
be taken. It was unclear Wednesday
how much of Stanczak 's report
would be made public.
"We'll have something written to
pass out after the executive session,'' Brazell said. "And (Layzell)
will also be available to answer

• Co11ti1111ed 011 page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE
Protests escalate
efo From page 1

in the Middle East.
"My sister said if I don't have the support of the
United States when I come home. I will really have to
wonder about our country.'' Faulkner added.
Weisbrot said the goal of the coalition is not to
protest the U.S. troops. but to protest the reasons for the
U.S. involvement.

today for lunch ...

"Our long-range goal is to bring the troops home ...
Weisbrot said.
Jay Askin. a junior journalism major and teach-in
host. said he hopes to organize committees to pull people from different areas on campus to help organize
vigils and protests. "We've got to be seen and heard ...
Askin said.

3 Tacos only $ 1.49
$2.25 JL!lr Quart
tonite: TACOS

Mother's.
$2.25 Pitchers

tonite at

Brawl may lead
t From page 1

thing. especially by himself." he added.
"Many of the black sororities and fraternities won't
be able to afford the officer. disc jockey and Union
rental fee without raising the p1ices for the party." said

Audrey Ware. secretary for Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc.
"If we raise the prices. then many people won't
attend and therefore. Union parties, which is the main
source of socializing among minorities at Eastern. will
be terminated," she added.

(Lite & Genuine Draft)

$1.25 Longnecks
7 5 ¢ Kami Kazi

BOG investigator

25¢ Hotdogs

• From page 1
questions after the meeting."
Stanczak was asked to probe 23 appointments in
departments under Armstrong's jurisdiction. At the top
of that list was the Oct. 2 appointment of Armstrong's
son Scott Walker. who is Eastem's assistant director of

planning and institutional research.
Walker was hired by one of his mother's direct subordinates. although she is said to have withdrawn from
the hiring process once he became a candidate. The
$32.700 administrative appointment sparked charges of
nepotism. a Faculty Senate inquiry and the BOO probe.

Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS

TWICE AS NICE •••

(across from the Union on 7th)

• l, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
·Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconies
• Microwaves
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:I 2 INGREDIENT
! &. A QUART
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I

SMALL
2 INGREDIENT
&. A QUART
OF COKE..

All Sizes Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79

$6.90

•
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Sell Your Unwanted Items in

JERR Y'S PIZZA

For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

CORNER OF 4TH & LINCOLN
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345-2844

7 PM TONIGHT AT THE DELT SHELTER
1707 9th St.
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Lookin fer some place to
hang yer hat?
Check out
The Daily
Eastern News

HOUSING GUIDE
Thursday, Jan. 24th
Deadline is TODAY
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and Cold

AIDS victims
tell their plight
to crowd of 75

ting temperatures
•
roops guessing
ntly experiencing
season, for many
ned or living in
be more a winter
, it is still winter.
t means cold and
ton, for tl}e Gulf
a widely fluctuatmperatures, said
ski, an associate
ith the geology/
partment.
up to the 80s durd down to freezing
towski said.
ski added the area
hat no one descripe entire region. In
reported highs of
over a couple of days
while Dharan. the
y in the Saudi area,
ighs up to about 62

By JILL BAUTER
Staff writer

Seasons in the area are actually fairly coincidental with those
in the United States, Gutowski
said. The region is probably
closest in weather patterns to
that of the desert plains in the
Southwest and Southern California, he added.
This week, weather became
more of a consideration for the
multinational forces stationed
there than simply one of comfort, according to reports from
the Associated Press.
Saudi Arabian officials began
censoring weather forecasts one
day before the multinational
forces led by the United States
began the massive air strike on
Thursday evening, Iraqi time.
In a kind of foreshadowing
for the war that ensued, officials
cut off forecasts for fear they
would be used to determine
location or plans of the multinational force, according to the AP
report.
Saudi Arabia is the site of the
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer
Meteorological Environmental
Protection Administration, one
of the most advanced meteoro- Aaron Hill. freshman. flips through the poster selectio11 at the Union
U11i1·ersity Ballroom poster sale Wednesday ajfernoo11.
logical stations in the world.

Check it out

1

While the world's attention is
drawn to the outbreak of war in the
Gulf, a victim of the deadly disease
AIDS told a crowd of at least 75
about his own battle at home.
Altogether, two AIDS victims,
"Tommy" and "Dan," related their
stories Wednesday night in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union for AIDS Awareness Week.
The two men, who said they
have seen many of their friends die
from the disease, stressed that education is important in the battle.
Still. Tommy said that people also
need to show more compassion
toward those living with AIDS.
"We're no different from you."
Tommy said. "No one prepared us
for this."
Most of the program focused on
the idea of showing compassion.
However, Tommy warned students
about the ways one can contract the
HIV virus that causes AIDS.
The most important of these is
not to engage· in unprotected sex.
"Take responsibility for what
you 're doing with your bodies,"
Tommy said.
Members of the audience asked
several questions and were entertained by the often humorous
responses of the two men. "We
have been treated very nicely by
this university," Dan said.

Council OKs firearms, lighting resolutions
leston Police Department has its
may be armed with semi-autons.
arleston City Council expressed
or Police Chief Steidinger's request
to $14,000 to replace aging
with .40-caliber Glock pistols.
volvers have been in service for
nger said the idea to update the
came after officers from the Coles
Sheriff's Department, as well as
attoon and the University Police
itched to similar semi-automatic

The people of Charleston know that the police officers
need to be protected.
Mayor Wayne Lanman

choice for the future," Steidinger said.
Mayor Wayne Lanman responded to the
possibility of any public objection to the purchase of the weapons by saying, 'The people
of Charleston know that the police officers

need to be protected."
Another question was the cost of the 29
revolvers, which are expected to be issued in
March.
According to council records, the money

arleston a first for Edgar
CHAMBERS

•Edgar names cabinet posts. Page 6
Jim Edgar on his first day as
or. standing on the very
announced his candidacy
metown must have seemed
tting end to the beginning.
a packed Grand Ballroom
Martin Luther King Jr.
ity Union, Edgar told sup, "I can't think of anything
looked more forward to than to
home to Charleston as the
r of the State of Illinois."
gar has been criticized as a
public speaker. a fact he hasn't
ied. but he seemed to have
med his elected post in fine
ion. As Eli Sidwell. host of the
rmal reception. put it: "He
• he acts. he sounds like a gov-

..

..Charleston's favorite son··
ded like everyone's neighbor
esday night - a very polished
ighbor - recalling stories of his
in Charleston. the campaigns
those who helped him get to
governor's office.
The reception. excluding the
urity guards and secret service

agents abound. had the look of an
informal whistle stop, complete
with sandwiches, Eastern ·s marching band, balloons and campaign
signs. And Edgar played the part of
candidate well, walking through the
dense crowd, shaking hands and
seeing familiar faces.
He said Bill Lair. managing editor of the Charlesto11 Times Co11rier, who expressed fear in his
column that local residents
wouldn't know how to act in "the
big city" of Springfield, had no reason to fear. Edgar said the people
were well behaved on the night of
the inauguration. "They all had
their shoes on," he said with pride.
Eastern President Stan Rives was
there to strike a deal. Rives presented Edgar with a replica of the original 1895 legislation mandating the
establishment of Eastern on the
condition that Edgar declare that
Old Main. which the original law
states shall be only two stories high.
is in compliance with that law.
"Then I will adhere to the wishes

of your hometown neighbors and
endorse you for President of the
United States," Rives said.
"I don't remember ever going to
a class on the third story." Tlie 44year-old governor told Rives. "In
fact. I didn't go to many classes on
the second story."
Eastern ·s first governor also took
the time to roast a couple of his
favorite campaign partners: his wife
Brenda and Fred, his brother. He
recalled Bunny (Fred Edgar's wife)
trying to find her husband at night
who said he was "helping Jim in
the campaign."
"And he was. he was.'' Edgar
stressed to his sister-in-law amid
the laughter.
Edgar thanked Fred for all the
hard work he did on the campaign.
remembering Fred's work in
Gallatin County, where he showed
members of an American Legion
hall that "all the Edgars aren't quite
like (Jim)." by having a "few"
drinks. All pai1 of Fred ·s job. Edgar
said.

was appropriated within the city's budget last
fiscal year. This resolution will now allow
Steidinger to begin accepting bids for the purchase of the pistols.
Commissioner John Winnett said one consolation to the estimated $I 4,000 price tag is
that the ammunition is relatively cheap.
Lanman also expressed a desire to purchase a police dog for the department as well.
After receiving the weapons. officers will
undergo a 24-hour, in-house training period.
In addition to the firearms resolution. the
council also approved a resolution approving
more street lighting at Tyler Avenue and
Third Street, as well ·as approving an agreement with Illinois Department of Trans-portation to make improvements on Fifth Street
and Madison Avenue, and Sixth Street and
Seventh Street.
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N ews .Jingoism's penetrating doublespe

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Rives should
break his silence
on BOG probe
The now 3-month-old saga of Verna
Armstrong, Eastern's vice president for
administration and finance, draws to a close
Thursday at the Board of Governors meeting
in Chicago. And it appears that the BOG,
which has conducted an 8-week probe into
allegations of unethical hiring practices under
Armstrong, will approach Thursday's meeting
in traditional fashion: with closed lips.
Independent Investigator David Stanczak,
hired by the BOG to investigate the
Armstrong-related allegations, has completed his report. But members of Eastern's community probably won't
see or hear much of it,
with the BOG taking its
all-too-careful and alltoo-standard approach to controversial issues.
Stanczak's final report will be presented in
what is expected to be a three hour executive
session, with only BOG members and Eastern
President Stan Rives allowed to sit in. All others, including representatives of The Daily
Eastern News, will be barred from the session.
But Eastern faculty, staff and students have
a right to know what has transpired regarding
the conduct of their university's executive
officers, including Rives.
The information and recommendations for
action resulting from the BOG probe are all
expected to be passed back into the hands of
Rives, who himself has stayed tight-lipped
throughout the ordeal.
Rives has said all along that he would comment on the allegations of nepotism and
other unethical practices once the BOG investigation was completed. We hope he keeps
his promise Thursday.
Also, Rives should hold a campus-wide
forum at which time he will reveal the findings of the investigation, his own responses
and allow for input from the members of
Eastern's community.
We certainly hope that Rives was sincere
when he said in October that he recognized
the seriousness of the allegations in question.
And we hope he realizes that he must come
back to the campus now and give a full,
detailed account of what the BOG has found
and what he plans to do.

ldltoda)

~~~~

The advantage of the emotions is that they lead us
astray.
Oscar Wilde

Editor's note: This oolumn was written prior to the attdcl<
on Iraq.
"We go now to retired General George Jingo, who Is
currently working as a consultant to the Pentagon and
CBS news. He's standing by In the CBS strategy command center:
"General Jingo, I see you're there with the relief map in
our strategy command center. Could you please point
out, in what appears to be an almost eminent exchange,
where you believe the greatest civilian collateral damage
may occur once we many our forces and couple our
weapons systems."
"Well Dan, I'm afraid that question is more difficult
than it seems. A lot depends on our penetration strategy.
For example, with our vertical erector launchers in place
along the Kuwaiti border - and they're fairly substantial
penetration aids, Dan - I would say that our soft-laydown capability deep in Iraqi territory is greatly
increased. I would add that deep penetration seems
almost necessitated by the Iraqi prophylactic strategy of
entrenchment in the holes along the Kuwaiti border."
"But what of civilian collateral damage?"
"Well Dan, again, it depends on our penetration. If we
can get in deep enough and hard enough, in one big
whump, we'll be able to minimize collateral damage by
killing key weapons installations."
"So let me get this straight for our viewers, General
Jingo: By killing the weapons systems we can minimize
civilian damage? Once the weapons systems are dead,
then collateral damage and population neutralization are
minimized?"
"That's correct Dan. Although I suspect a protracted
penetration will result in greater collateral damage on
both sides, but I know also that some of the boys in the
Pentagon prefer the protracted in-and-out strategy. I
would hope for the fast, hard and spasmic whump
myself; something like our long, black bombers penetrating deeply, letting loose and laying down dean bombs
for surgical-penetration strikes. Still, there will inevitably
be some population neutralization Involved.
'1hank you General Jingo. When we return we will go
live via satellite to Brian Junkins, a terrorist expert from
the Grund Corporation."

NWhen my man goes off to sea, I wait passionately for
his return, his Old Spice deodorant still on my mind. So
look for the bottle with the ship that sailed the ocean:
Old Spice, for when a man Is really a man."
"Welcome back America. We're here live via satellite
with Brian Junkins, a terrorist expert from the Grund

Cam .Simpson
Corporation. Brian, thank you for joining us."
"It's my pleasure Dan."
'Tell us, won't you Brian, what Americans s
watching for as Saddam Hussein's threat of canyl
rorism to the United States seems to hover
country like a stench upon the land."
"Well, Dan, I would say there are two things
of concern right now. l'.irst, I would say don't flyline factor is definitely high right now. Second,
should watch for anyone with off-white skin,
mirrored sunglasses. These are almost sure signs
rorists in our midst. And, if I may add, if you do
fly, please be leery of anyone you may see on
reading a copy of the Koran. That's another su
Dari. Oh, and before I forget, let me say that taxi
definitely out of the question. Never know when
them people will lose it and decide to take you
luggage coming from LaGuardia on a suicide
Can't trust them people farther than you can th
curry-scented cabs, Dan."
"Thank you Brian Junkins. We go now for t
breaking bulletin from White House corresp~:m
Vas Deferens, who is standing by on The Front La
"Dan, we heard earlier of the Pentagon's pe
strategy from General Jingo, and that certainly
be the word here. A top White House aid perso
me only moments ago that the President sees
nent penetration in the whumping context, not
tracted in-and-out incursion that some Pentag
were up for. In addition, Dan, the President has
time and time again that his resolve is definitely
than Saddam Hussein's, not to mention that his
to thrust through Saddam's prophylactic-desert
is also much greater."
"So Tom, there has been talk from the Pr
kicking ass, kind of a wham-barn, thank you ... "
"Well Dan, let me say this much: The Presl
to have toned down what some women and
men were criticizing as 'macho' war rhetoric. But
tell one top aid today that he sees this as a
test with Saddam - they're gonna throw out
they've got and so are we. The biggest and best
come out on top, Dan~"

- Gun Simpson Is a senior reporter and guest
li::>rThe Dally Eastern News.
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Your Turn
Brown's twisting
the logical bounds
for a peaceful end
Dear editor:
I am commenting on Mike
Brown's Tuesday column.
Mike, I find it hard to accept any
of your comments degrading our
political system, especially since
they come from someone who
does not vote.
Granted, the United States '
political system is not the most
efficient and effective, but it provides ' us alr,' includin3 .'y du,'with'

freedom. Furthermore, how can
you say President Bush acted violently by sending American troops
to Saudi Arabia? Are you saying
Invading Kuwait was a goodwill
gesture from Iraq? Are we supposed to merely reward aggression aimed toward defenseless
countries?
You say that, "Great leaders are
those who are concerned for their
people, willing to stand up in front.
They don't wage war, they wage
peace." But I think that ample time
has been given for the removal of
Iraqi forces from Kuwait. To me this
removal would stand for peace,
' and it does not seem that Saddam

sure.
Do you think the p
Kuwait's idea of peace is
barically invaded by ab
powering country, like I~
Now, President Mike
challenge you to dedl
next column to the your
for the Gulf crisis and you
a peaceful removal of
Hussein.
Oddly enough, ther
thing on which we agr
and Martin Luther King,
great leaders.

~¢an ne·1p~·

new-1·eaders
w can learn
polish those
ve through
adership pro.. which will
this month.
k program,
ffered in the
the expertise
's faculty and
nd possibly a
m the Univertivities office,
rg. Eastern 's
t activities.
ers will offer

awareness. group
ther theories on
,Milberg said.
are welcome to
the free sessions,
id they could be
· ly for freshmen.
is also for stu-

last semester in the weekly
groups. jncluding junior Steve
Macaluso. the Student Senate
chief of staff, who recommended
the sessions highly.
"Being a junior I had already
done a lot of things," Macaluso
said. "I think for a freshman or
sophomore it would be excellent."
Macaluso said Glenn Williams, Eastern 's vice president
for student affairs; and Student
Body President Dan Riordan
were among those who presented
the programs last semester.
"Knowing different styles of
communication for different
groups of people is in demand
today," Milberg said.
The programs, to be offered at
7 p.m. in the Kansas Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, will be conducted in an informal group
atmosphere. "We want to create
dialogue - not a classroom for
notetaking:' Milberg said.
Applications for the sessions
can be turned in before Jan. 22
in the Student Activities office
of the Union.

,;.
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KEN TREVARTHAN/::Stan pnotograpner

Stage crew
Rich Heit:. junior. and Ami Frank. seuior. set the stage for Eastern 's Feh .· [4 prod11ctio11 of "Birthday
.
.
Party."

-RHA takes role in AIDS Awareness Week
By CHARLENE BURRIS
Staff writer

CUNNINGHAM

ouncil on Academic
will vote Thursday
"scienti fie aw are"quantitative reasonnd cultural diversity
ents of the new genation program. said
ember David Bue-

d course work a com,1eneral education backd, he said.
ormally, Eastern stuts filled the general edu'on requirements in lower
ision classes taken during
ir freshman sophomore
One major change in the
of requirents is several upper divion classes will be includ-

w construction

The CAA meeting will be
t 2 p.m. in the 1895 room
fthe Martin Luther King Jr.
niversity Union.
The "quantitative reasoning'' component was the last
one of eight segments to be
approved by the council
before its deadline on Feb.
I.
The "scientific awareness··
component heard in December has one psychology and
eight physic s course s to be
considered. he said.
Council members debated
last Tuesday whether or not
they needed to mand a te a
specific course on cultural
diversity.

Residence Hall Association members plan
to discuss their agenda of activities for this
week and well into the semester at tfle 5 p.m . ·
Thursday meeting in Lawson Hall.
As part of AIDS Awareness Week, which
began Monday, RHA is sponsoring an informative video to be shown from 11 a.m. to I
p.m. on Thursday and Friday in the Union
Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, RHA President Eric Fultz
said.
Many of Eastern's residence halls also are
hosting activities this week to promote AIDS

awareness. Fultz said.
As for future meetings, the RHA has invited
members of the Black Student Union to attend
the RHA meetings to encourage more diversity between RHA and other organizations.
Members also plan to discuss the Illinois
~esidence Hali Associatio11 (IRHA) conference that some of Eastern 's RHA members
will attend Feb. 8-10 in Champaign, Fultz
said.
The conference-goers will bid for the member school of the year and adviser of the year,
Fultz said. Patrick Bradley. the assistant director of housing. is Eastern·s adviser.
Three positions in the Illinois Residence
Hall Association also are open. for which
three Eastern resident assistants are running.

Junior Jill Binder is vying for education vice
president, junior Rich Ruscitti for membership
vice president and junior Roberta Schuller for
administrative vice president.
In other business. Fultz said the RHA still
plans to organize a Little People's Weekend
this year. despite. the facLthe other Celebration
Weekend activities have been cancelled.
Celebration. what had been an annual celeb.ration of the arts, was cancelled last semester
partly because of a lack of funding.
Plans for a lip-sync contest and fundraisers
are also under way.
Fultz, who was only recently elected president. hopes "to keep the participation and
interest levels high to keep RHA one of the
leading organizations on campus."

February marks Black History Month;
15th annual Miss Black EIU pageant
By ABBY KRAKOW
Staff writer

Seven Eastern students will vie
for the crown of Miss Black EIU
during the 15th annual competition
in February. a month dedicated to
celebrating and learning about
black history.
Sponsored by the Black Student
Union, the pageant will be held at 8
p.m. on Feb. 23 as pan of a full
slate of events scheduled for
"Black History Month.''
Like much of Black History
Month, the pageant is a cultural
event. said Cecilia Brinker. the
assistant director of student activities. It is a chance for people to
"take a little more time to educate
themselves on the nature and purpose of this event. It is for minority
students to reflect back on their history. (Also) to celebrate black heritage and share this knowledge with
the rest of the campus.''
Marlene Luckett. the student
pageant coordinator. added the
pageant is held for "African
Americans to express their feelings
about their culture. They display
their talent and tell what their culture means to them:·
The contestants will be judged
on a basis of creative expression.
talent. African garment. evening

!ill .

The campus is not well informed about the
event and its purpose and the controversy
usually comes after the pageant.
Ceci Brinker
j

gown and impromptu questioning.
Brinker said.
The contestant who is chosen as
winner will represent the Black
Student Union on campus and at
leadership conferences.
Along with the prestige of winning the Miss Black EIU crown.
the winner will receive several
prizes. The winner will be presented with a $100 savings bond. a
color television. and for the first
time this year. the winner will
receive a spring break trip.
As is tradition. the winner will be
crowned with the gold Nefertiti
African head. Last year's Mis~
Black EIU. Katherine Moses. will
crown this year's winner.
Judges currently are being selected for the competition from a pool
. of faculty. non-faculty and graduate

:

students.
Like last year's competition. this
pageant could cause a bit of controversy over the reasons for having a
contest to name a Miss Black EIU.
Brinker said.
"I think each year because of the
nature of the pageant. attention is
drawn to it." Brinker said. "The
campus is not well informed about
the event and its purpose and the
controversy usually comes after the
pageant.
We try not to let the controversy
deter us from celebrating Black
History Month ...
Luckett. however. said she does
not expect any controversy over the
pageant. "More time and effo11 has
been put into the pageant. More
committees are involved and they
are more devoted ...
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Inflation rate highest since 1981
WASHINGTON (AP) - Soaring
gasoline and fuel oil prices helped
push inflation to 6.1 percent in
1990. the highest rate since 1981.
and the purchasing power of the
average American paycheck took
its worst tumble in that nine-year
period, the government said
Wednesday.
The Labor Department's Consumer Price Index finished 1990
with moderate. seasonally adjusted
increases of 0.3 percent in both
December and November. But the
earlier shock to oil prices in the
wake of Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of
Kuwait helped make 1990 the

worst inflation year since 1981.
when the rate was 8.9 percent.
Prices climbed 4.6 percent in
1989.
Gasoline prices were up nearly
37 percent and fuel oil prices nearly 30 percent. The cost of meat.
medical care, airline travel, tuition
and tobacco also rose steeply during the year, the department said.
Meanwhile, output at factories,
mines and utilities fell in
December for the third consecutive month, signaling the recession
has not yet bottomed, according to
analysts.
The Federal Reserve's gauge of

industrial production fell 0.6 percent last month after declines of
1.8 percent in November and 0.7
in October.
"Three months of declining
industrial production show the
recession has taken a firm grip on
the American economy ... said
economist William K. MacReynolds of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce.
"We think that the recession
will last longer than is generally
believed... The Commerce Department said business inventories
grew 0.3 percent in November
while sales fell 1.2 percent.

THURSDAY
NIGHT AT
HOOTR'S
H~TR,S

f4ti

$1.00

Longnecks

Edgar names new cabinet members
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov.
Jim Edgar named two women and
six men Wednesday as his first
cabinet appointees. including four
who held posts in former Gov.
James R. Thompson's last cabinet.
At a Statehouse news conference, Edgar defended the move to
retain the Thompson appointees.
He argued it did not violate a
campaign pledge to name new
directors for all the departments
of state government.

"In all cases these are people
who are either new to those
departments or have only been in
the capacity of acting director for
a very few months," he said.
"None of them have really had
a chance to do their thing in these
departments and now they'll have
that opportunity." The Thompson
holdovers are: • Robert Poshard,
57, who keeps his job as director
of the Department of Veterans
Affairs. a post to which he was
recommended by Edgar last year.

He had been veterans coordinator
under then Secretary of State
Edgar.
• Philip Bradley. 46. who
moves from director of the
Department of Rehabilitation
Services to director of the Public
Aid Department.
• Dr. John Lumpkin. 39. who
becomes the first black director of
the Public Health Department
after being its acting director
since September and a high-level
administrator there since 1985.

ROMANS
Draft

Nl~t

$ 1 •00 Rail O"rinks

--------------~~!:_~~-~~--------Beat the rush--Book
your party room NOW
for Spring Semester

345-9066 or 348-8018

REVERSE WEAVE SWEATSHIRTS

T-SHIRTS - SHORTS - TANK TO

$10° 0 OFF
NOW ONLY $26.95
XXL - 29. 95
LOWEST PRICE EVER - INCLUDES
ALL EW PLUS OTllER SCllOOLS

50°/o OFF
MANY OTHER IN STORE SPECIALS! ·

ALL SWEATPANTS

WED • THURS • FRI

We
Deliver
1-J.AM-llPM

345-2466
Cheesy Beef (your choice or provolone or
cheddar), Fries & Small Drink
exp 1/31/91

$399

Thursdays only

CASHIN

ON GOOD GRADES.
909 18th Street
Charleston
~48-7515

••

PLEASE PRESENI' nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

••••••••••••••••••••

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
••

i

IRMYIOTC
TIE lllimsr COWGE
COlllSE YOU cu rm.

Come to Klehm Hall 308 or
Call 581-5944
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y battle pits publication vs. administration

'twant us to
rt period,"
ey just didn't
that report is
down to."
at SMSU have
per access to the
the Buckley
as a defense, also
eFamily
~ights and
f 1974.
ey Amendment
ts have the right
their child's school
· that student
lege or reaches
18. The act also
ools from releas:
ords to anyone
the parent's or
nsent. However,
't the only school
the interpretation
kley Amendment.
ily Standard and
of Southern
niversity (SAU) are
universities, saying
Amendment does
campus incident
as educational records.
, officials at both
SAU said they are
· g the law correctly
the information
not violate the 1974
act.
, some of the officials
has to do with the rul1think another reason
they have an image
ct," Bauer said.
ern Arkansas' court
is expected to go to trial
y, while Southern
· is expected to know
OUtcome of that case any

day.
tors were not sure if the list
"I think it looks good," said was complete or contained
Mark Goodman of the
enough information about the
Student Press Law Center in · crimes that occurred.
Washington, D.C. "It can
At Eastern, campus police
result in one of two things."
said reporters from The
If the campus newspapers
Daily Eastern News are
win, the universities have no
granted access to all campus
choicE! but to stop using the
incident reports.
Buckley amendment as a way
"At some of those (other
to cover up crime reports.
campuses) you would have to
And if the campus newspalook at the Constitutional
pers lose, it could prompt
authority as where their
Congress to change the law
police authority comes from,"
so that crime records are not
University Police Chief Tom
covered up.
Larson said. "They may not
Bauer noted the rape
be fully police authorized.
report was the first police inci- Under Illinois law, universities
dent report The Daily
have the right to form their
Standard has been denied by
own police department, and
SMSU's safety and security
the authority of the police
division.
department is the same as
"They gave us a policy and state police officers in any
said all records are protected
county the university has
under Buckley," Bauer said. "I property. "
guess some reports they want
SMSU's director of safety
out and some they don't."
and security Michael J.
The Bray was denied
Batchelder said 'The safety
and security department here
access to incident reports and
claimed Southern Arkansas'
is not a law enforcement
Department of Public Safety
agency; we do not have
would not provide the paper
police power. We don't have
with enough information con- the power of arrest and we
don't carry weapons. This
cerning campus crime. Editor
sets us apart from a police
Rosa J~nes and Managing
commission."
Editor Shea Wilson also
Batchelder explained the
charged the university violated
Safety and and Security
the Arkansas Freedom of
Department at SMSU is basiInformation Act.
"I believe that some of the
cally a fact finder for the uniinformation they are withhold- versity. All information is forwarded to the dean of student
ing are rapes and serious
affairs.
crimes like.. that," Jones said.
"They don't get a chance to
"Our security department
get covered here and we'll
is under the student affairs
office," said Donald Haefner,
mostly hear about them
vice president of student
through hearsay.
affairs for SAU. "Our attor"Then we would go to the
ney says those records are
department to check it out·
protected under the Buckley
they would say it never hapAmendment since the security
pened or say they couldn't
release information," she said. department is not a separate
police unit, but included under
Jones added Southern
Arkansas' safety department
the university."
would be more willing to tell
Jones disagrees.
"The school does count the
The Bray information about
department of safety as a
the minor crimes happening
branch of the university; howon campus such as break-ins
ever, all the officers are sent
and stolen property.
to a police school, can make
The university gave the
arrests and all the money
paper a list of crimes every
two weeks; however, the edifrom the fines go into their

budget and not the school's,"
Jones argued. "In name they
are part of the school, but
they operate separately."
Batchelder said he has no
problem with public knowledge of a crime, but, "we're
not going to violate a federal
law unless the federal court
tells us differently. If we violate the federal law, we could
lose federal funding."
Haefner said it is not in his
jurisdiction to release campus
incident reports. "My contention is that student discipline records, such as incident
reports, become educational
records," he added.
Among information given
in reportS at The Daily
Standard are dates and times
of incidents, but not names.
"If we want to arrest them
(students). they are taken
downtown to the local police
department," Haefner said.
Some people however,
firmly believe the universities
are mistaken in their interpretation.
"I certainly agree with the
student editors," Goodman
said. "The problem is that
there has never been a court
case that has dealt with this
issue. I feel, without a shadow
of a doubt, the law was never
to be applied in this way (to
cover-up records dealing with
campus crime)."
"From my understanding,
the Buckley Amendment
doesn't protect police
records," said Kelly
Thompson, co-editor in chief
of the University of North
Carolina's (UNC) The Daily
Tar Heel.
The Daily Tar Heel at the
University of North Carolina
also was denied access to
actual incident reports from
campus police. The reports
were made public after the
dean of student affairs,
Donald Boulton, sent a letter
to University of Nqrth
Carolina Chancellor Paul
Hardin, requesting incident
reports be given to The Tar
Heel.

"I always thought they
were getting what they wanted to get," Boulton said of
the summaries given out in
place of the actual reports.
'The main thing with the
incident reports was the
police determining when to
give the reports to us,"
Thompson said. "We just felt
that getting the actual incident reports is a much more
standardized system."
Thompson pointed out
North Carolina's campus
police were cooperative with
handling information, but had
heard of incidents in the past
where information was withheld.
On June 5, 1990, Hardin
sent a letter to The Tar Heel
stating, "effective immediately, it is the policy of the
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill that University
Police incident reports will be
made public." Those reports,
according to Boulton, are
now covered under the North
Carqlina Freedom of
Information Act.
Haefner said he can understand The Daily Standard's
conflict, but their whole procedure on campus differs
from other campuses that
have an actual police department.
"It's a large issue," said
Batchelder. "I believe this university is being looked at as a
test case for a national basis." ·
Goodman said Congress
did pass a law to correct and
report on requests for crime
numbers of campuses, but the
numbers coming out are basically old news since an individual won't be able to find
out if a rape occurred yesterday or two days ago.
"I think if something
doesn't come out of these
two court cases (SMSU and
SAU), Congress is gong to
have to amend it (the Buckley
Amendment)," Bauer said,
adding, "it's not just here, it's
all over the country. It doesn't
stop in Springfield, Mo."
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"MY SECRETARY" Resumes ,
papers. Next to Monical's, 903
18th St. MWF< 1-4 p.m.; T,Th, 9
a .m. - noon. Other times by
appointment. 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _5/3
FREE Battery & electrical tests.
FREE installation. Battery
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave,
Charleston 345-VOLT.
5/3

. IOEIEJ'" , , , , , , , , , , , ,
The, Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for
more than one day 's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581 2812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised , rejected , or
canceled at any time.

2 Babysitters needed : Reliable
and caring persons needed to
care for approx . 12-15 children
every Wed. 9 am -10 :45 am
$5/week. Call 345-9349
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/18
Earn $300 to $500 per week
Reading Books at home. Call 1615-473-7440 Ext. B360.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ca1/7

UNIQUE SUMMER JOBS IN
BEAUTIFUL MN .... Spend 4-13
weeks in the "Land of 10,000
Lakes ." Earn salary plus
room/board. Counselors, nurses
(RN,GN ,BSN ), lifeguards and
other positions available at MN
camps for children and adults
with disabilities. Contact : MN
Camps , Rt . 3 Box 162,
Annandale, MN 55302 (612) 2748376 ext. 10. EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18
DAIRY QUEEN ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS for part -time
lunch hour help. Apply in person.
20 State St. 345-6886.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
National Advertising clerk
needed. Approximately 10 hours
per week . Apply at the Daily
Eastern News Business Office. •
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1/18
Remember the deadline for all
ads is 2 pm one business day
prior to publication.

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYTONA BEACH
7 NICHTS

- lffS•

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND ,~lf29•

EIUMen

vs.

vs.

Indiana State
5: 15 pm

Akron
7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 19th

S AND 7 NIGHTS

DIRECTORY

STEAMBOAT

2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE

SERVICES OFFERED

7 NIGHTS

HELP WANTED

PANAMA
CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS
CORPUS CHRISTI I
MUSTANG ISLAND

WANnD
ADOPTION

"Mo···
·~·'fJ7.

Lantz Gym

·~··•2•·

Night at the Movies
featuring
Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny

5 AND 7 NIGH TS

RIDES/RIDERS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

ROOMMAilS

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

CA LL TOLL FREE TOll4Y

FOR RENT

1·800·321·5911

FOR SALE
FOUND

The

ACROSS

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

1 Speak
imperiectly
s Lewis 's " - Timberlane "

Ao FORM

9Comp~ct

Name: ___~-----------Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

Students 0 Yes

-------~

0 No

Dates to run ____ _ ______ __ _
Ad to read:

1s Corrida animal
HS Choir voice
17 " Salome" king
18 To-do
19 Coin of 5 Across
20Renowned
ex-quarterback
22 - - · nod (grow
drowsy)
23 Editor's
notation
24 Petitioners
27 Summer time in

Vt.

31 Muscat native
, !13 Earthquake site
in 1790
34Smell - (suspect)
36 Prefix for lingual
40 Possible cen-

• c:ir•"'' "<c;; •

42 Electees
43 Sho ulders
warmer
44 Pertinent
45 Appear
47 Circus
performer
48 Gear position
so Org. for Jets
and Giants
51 French perfume
center
54 Astronauts· org.
57 Play the stoolie

Under Classification of: - - -- - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ __ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

0 Check

0

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
. 6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
: 0
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11 :30
,

".

·~.'

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8

USA-9

Night Court
Night Court
Cosby
Different World
Cheers
Win s
L.A. Law

News
Entertainment Torngh
College B-ball:
Michigan St. at
Illinois

News
Cosby Show
Father Dowling
Mysteries
Gabriel's Fire

MacGyver

Knots Landing

News
Toni ht

News
M•A•s•H

Prime Time
Live
News

Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

.. "' .... ..,, ..

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should 'be submitted to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the ev
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illeg1
conflicting information will not be run .

Plus FREE TCBY distributed

ANNOUNCEMENTS

oa11y

Immediate Occupancy-! Responsible girl wanted for furnished
Brittany Ridge Townhouse. Call
345-7364 for details
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/24
Whether you're buying or selling,
the NEWS Classifieds Work!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _hwOO

EIUWomen

The Daily Eastern News

&..

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will me
Charleston\ Mattoon Room, 3rd floor University Uni
tonight. Rich Carmichael from Kansas Christian Chur
on forgiveness .
Honorary Order of Omega will hold an important m
this afternoon in the Sullivan Room.
Greek Week Committee will hold an important mee ·
this evening on the 3rd floor of the Union.
Public Relations Student Society of America w
informational meeting tonight at 7:00 in 207 Buzzard B
majors are welcome and refreshments will be served.
Wesley Foundations offering Choose Life Bible S
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. They will be studying Ephesians
for 13 weeks this semester. You are invited to particip
R.O.T.C.will have a Battalion Organization in the Unio
15:00 hours.
College Republicans will meet at 6:30 p.m. this
Coleman Hall Room 206. All majors are welcome
political issues and help plan future club activities.
Residence Hall Association will meet at 4:05 this
Taylor Hall food service for dinner and at 5:00 in Law
meeting.
National Association of Black Journalists will h
supply sale from 3:30-5:30 this afternoon outside th
office in Buzzard Building.
R.O.T.C.is offering an Escort Service from 6-10 p.m
Thursday. For on-campus escort dial 581-5944.
Alcoholics Anonymous holds weekly meetings at 7
Wesley United Methodist Church on 4th St. Enter
entrance to 2nd floor. Info: Jim 581 -5446.
SHEA will hold a meeting for all education and tam
majors at 6:00 tonight in Kiehm Hall Room 110.
Alphi Phi Omega will have an information table at
today from 9:00-4:00.
Newman Catholic Center will hold a Sacrament of A
today from 3:30-4 :30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
Newman Catholic Center will hold Mass, today at 12
Paris Room of the Union.

Basketball Double Header

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to ornit an
advertisement.

LOST

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN . CONCEPTION TO
BE
BY
ARTIFICIAL
INSEMINATION
PLEASE
STATE YOUR FEE . CONTACT:
NOEL P. KEANE , DIRECTOR ,
INFERTILITY CENTER OF NEW
YORK , 14 E. GOTH STREET,
STE. 1240, NY, NY 10022. 1-212371-0811 MAY CALL COLLECT.
ALL
RESPONSES
CONFIDENTIAL.
ca1 /7

-

Love Connection 110:35
Nightline (11 :05)
Into the Night (11 :35)

SportsCenter
Basketball:
Iowa at
Wisconsin
College
Basketball :
Houston at
Texas

Murder. She
Wrote
Figure Skating
U.S. Pro.
Championship
Miami Vice

SportsCenter
Drag Racing

.. - .... .. - ....... - .. - ...........

&2Co wl
63 Certain
refugees
68 Suffix with
beaver
67 Start
68 Gardener's
-- -

- ·· ·- -

2

4

13
17

r- - · . . ·- ·

69 Corn h o lders
10 H eads. to
Arletty
11 Race segments
72 Frances and
Ruby of films
73 Not this

33
40
44

DOWN
1 Nymph who

loved Narcissus
2 Harte of letters
3Renowned
ex-quarterback
4 Act uppity
toward
5"
girl! "
& Hayward role
1 Song for 8
Down
8 Diva Jessye
9 Grill's partner
10 Style of dress
11 Flight part
12 Nelsons. e. g.
14 Border
21 Me.-to-Fla. hwy.
25 Jeanne d ' Arc et
al. : Abbr.
21 Rockwell and
Allegra
27 Madame Bovary

57

64
68
71

46 Carte du jour

28James Joyce's
"The--"
30Clamor

49 Protected by
law

31 Key person
32 Road c urves

51 Knights ' quest

34Rows
37 Renowned
ex-quarterback
38 Patron saint of
Norway
39Cheer
41 Home of lowa·s
Cyclones

52 First Puccini
Turandot: 1926
53 Hove clear. as
an anchor

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28

Dream ol Jeannie
Night Court
Movie:
Unmasked
Movie:
Ex osed
News

MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour
This Old House
Yankee Workshop
Talking Point
with Jerr Landa
Mystery!

E.N.G.

Cheers
Night Court
Simpsons
Babes
Beverly Hills.
90210
Gunsmoke

Night Court
David Cassidy

Equalizer

Being Served?
Movie:
Court Martial

L.A. Law
Movie:
Oeadl
Deception
Tracey Ullman
Molly Dodd

.. '
..' .'. - . .. . '-~· ~ .... - ......

Rendezvous
World Monitor
Strange Power
TerraX
Beyond 2000

American Album
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News Scan
Disney:
Herbie Goes
to Monte Carlo
H.S. S orts
Roy Rogers Hour

Adventurers
Diving
Vietnam

Andy Griffith
Arsenic Hall
Moonlighting

Movie

-

3

;
I

26 Men
Streets of
.Sp.r) i;raric!cso, .
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GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Your area. (1) 805-6876000 Ext. S-9997.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 2115
1983 Nissan Pulsar Automatic,
air, AM/FM, excellent condition
$2800.00. 1983 Renault Alliance,
5/speed, $1150.00 345-9627.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond .
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
Coleman 11 OA.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _5/3
Cross-country skis. Women ' s
shoe size 10. Length for person
5'10". Poles, boots $150.00 Ex.
Cond. Call 581-2123 . See
Coleman 11 OA.
5/3
$25
Round
trip
airfare
Champaign to Chicago Midway
Lv. 1:25 pm January 25th (12:40
pm } Return 1/28 7:20 pm Male
only . Call 258 - 6253 . Leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O.
Can accomidate an 80" bed 3459784
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Bed 2510 Com Sys and mic AP
computer Book & 10 Blank Disks.
Call 345-4745. $35.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/3
FOR SALE: 1984 Mitsubishi Cordia Turbo loaded . Good
condition priced to sell. After 5
pm 348-5574

LOST: Keys on 4th Street
between Pierce and Harrison.
Has Taurus key chain . Michelle
348-5973
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
LOST Licenses and l.D.'s on 4th
street lfy Science Bldg. With the
names ol Elizabeth Hakes and
Jamime Martinez. H found Please
contact Elizabeth 348-5014.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
LOST: Black leather wallet behind
Ike's. If found call 345-6497 $$$

Reward.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18

FOUND: Grey glass case with
brown-rimmed
prescription
glasses.
Call
Student
Publications #2812.

Reminder: The All Greek
Basketball Game is Monday, Jan.
21 at 9 pm. Free throw contest at
half time! Cash prizes for the
three houses with the highest
attendance!Bethere!
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/18

RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Formal Smoker with the men of
Lambda Chi. 8:00 tonight 1532
4th Street.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 1/17
Rush Delta Sigma Phi Tonight:
Formal Smoker" 7:00 for rides and
info call 348-8519 1601 9th
Street.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ 1/17
KARYN ANN PETERSON :
Happy 22nd from the gan-g at
Panther Distributing . Catch the
Alcoholic Miller Girl at TEDS
tonight for cocktails .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA :
Formal Smoker with the men of
Lambda Chi . 8 :00 tonight 1532
4th Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Rush DELTA SIGS . 30 years of
tradition a new beginning .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Congratulati ons KAREN SCOTT
and C RAIG AMES on getting
lavaliered. Love Cindy and Adam .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
CINDY
PHILLIPS :
Congratulations on getting pinned
to Nowick Nelson! We love you Karen and Betsy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Order of Omega Meeting tonight,
5:30, Sullivan room.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 1/17
PHI SIGS: Keep smiling. This is
going to be a ·great semester!
Love, Linda._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
SIGMA CHIS: It was such a great
honor being your sweetheart!
Formal is going to be a blast.
Best of luck with Rush. Love
always, Allison.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17

Delta Zetas: Now is your chance
to ask that guy of your dreams for
a DATE! Grab him and DASH to
STIX tonight at 9:30!
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/17

Scott Taylor: Happy one year. I
love you Jennifer.

There's

Harcourt
Brace
Jovanovich
Publishing
Company

KARYN PETERSON: Happy
22nd Birthday to the most
awesome roomie ever! You are
the best! Love, Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
JEFF BRANDT! You are the best!
I am glad we are together! Love,
Laura.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Happy Birthday Jim Shilling
watch out for runaway bar stools
and slippery dance floors tonight!
Love, Traci
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
Good Question is playing at
Martys Saturday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/18

Hobbes

Subscription Form
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: ____ __ New: ____ Renew: _ _ _

representative

positions available
on your campus.
Duties include:
•on-campus
promotions, and
•on-campus
postering.
Junior business,
accounting,
pre-law and social
science students
please apply.
Phone

1-800-621-0498
and ask for
Jim Keenan.

'=

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Summer _ _ Fall _ _Spring _ _ Full Year _ _
$10

$24

$24

$44

Amount Paid $ _ _ __ Cash _ _ Check_ _

BILL TO:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name: ________________

Address: _______________
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Eastern News

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

has several campus

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1118
Nancy Larocca: Hey pants!
Looking forward to 4:00 Club on
Friday! Love, Corky
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/17
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
·It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
"The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who
wishes to sell an items or items (max . of 3 items). All items must
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lrish's Ellis gone for season
SOUTH BEND. Ind. (AP) - LaPhonso Ellis, Notre
Dame's leading scorer and rebounder, is academically
ineligible and will miss the rest of the season.
Even with Ellis. Notre Dame was suffering its worst
start in two decades under coach Digger Phelps. The
Irish (6-9) had dropped seven straight. but may have
been on the rebound with consecutive victories over
Miami and West Virginia. Ellis was averaging 16.4
points and 10.5 rebounds.
"It will be a big loss for us." Phelps said Wednesday.
The 6-foot-9 junior from East St. Louis. Ill.. scored a
career-high 32 points and grabbed 11 rebounds
Tuesday in Notre Dame's 84-70 victory over West
Virginia. "LaPhonso probably played his best game at
Notre Dame" against the Mountaineers. Phelps said.
Ellis. an accounting major. passed all his courses but

failed to maintain the 2.0 grade average Not<e Dame
requires for athletes to compete, Phelps said. The loss
of Ellis will force the Irish to regroup before playing a
difficult series of home games the next three weeks.
including No. 14 Virginia. No. 12 Duke. and No. 8

Byrd's Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around the
curve
·
Coleman Hall /

M-F
6:30-5

j

Lawson Hall

l ! l • l ! l

~
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~

Sat 8-12
345-4546

~

•

~

~

"LET TllE GAMES BEGIJVI"

~
~

~ FREE PARTIES & PRIZES GIVEN FOR: ~

~

-POOL
~
~ -DARTS
~
~
- BOCCI BALL
~
~
-& MOST PARTICIPATION ~

I

$2.25Pitchers
$1.00 Kail Mixers

I
~

FRI: Open at 4:00 - FREE fOOD BUFf'ET

~

Large Thin Single It
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

$7.9
Not valid with any o
Open Daily 4 pm
2 am on Week

345-34

I

The Women 0 f

\_~~
~

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
proudly announce itS
1990 initiates:

~ : Kim Anderson
~ : Kelly Behrens

GREEK NIGHT
TONIGHT'

~
~

B

Syracuse.
"The Ross twins (Jon and Joe) and Kevin Ellery are
going to have to become more of a factor," Phelps said.
The freshman twins from Wabash. playing at forward.
have averaged 3 and 1.4 points per game. Ellery. a
senior. has averaged 9.8 points and 4.8 rebounds.
"We have to do things without Phonz." Phelps said.
"It's like he's in foul trouble." Notre Dame was earlier
stung by the loss of point guard Tim Singleton. who
missed six weeks with a back injury. Singleton was
leading in assists when he injured his back against
Kentucky. He returned against West Virginia scored
four points and led the team with 10 assists.
The Irish lost a key player in September. when
sophomore Monty Williams left the program after doctors diagnosed a potentially dangerous heart condition.
Williams had started 18 games as a freshman and .,.,•
aged 7.7 points.
"Now the third crisis we have faced is the loss of
Ellis." Phelps said.

Pagliai's Pizza

Debbie Esc
Jennifer Joh
:~Julie Bill
Carolyn Lan
i~Tracy Bowman
Stacey Lang
: ~Stacy Brow~
Michele Mari
: ~Wendy Curtis
Shelly Maus
:~Angie Deckert
Teri O'Neil
:~camie Duerwachter
Mindy Ott
:~Amy Edwards
Amy Ross
: ~Anna Eliopoulis
Rose Marie
Lissa Wojtowicz

i l-'?~-~-~-~~!~-~~!~O
~

~

~

& $ 2.50 Pitchers

Panther Sport Sho

Import Draft

AXA

Day
Wood Pecker
Cider,
Double Diamond,
Harp,
& Guinness

Your Tanning Conne

. ,<O

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
RUSH
FORMAL SMOKER

$1.50

NEW BULB

Also

Steak Nite
8 oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin
Homemade fries,
Pasta, Slaw

•

345-4079 ?

$6.95

RIDES

TANNING SPECI
12 TANS - $3000

SO HIP IT HURTS

Thursday - Sunday

1532 4TH ST. (ACROSS FROM PEMBERTON)

FOR MA
SMOKE

WARM
Someones
Heart!
The FfD

Tonigh

Tickler
Bouquet

$11.50.
Noble Flower Shop
503 Jefferson in Charleston
Next to the Post Office

345-7007

IT'SA
MATTER
OF PRIDE ·

6:00p.m., Greek

(COAT & TIE)
FOR RIDES &/NA
CALL: 345-9023
581-6538
581-6585

llory family rich in footbaU trat1itf0fl-'fight way. and certainly
ad a great career at

"
Mallory's football influubbed off on his two
r sons. Doug and Kurt.
e ike. Doug was a co-capand played strong safety
er Schembechler. and Kurt
plays for Gary Moeller as a
cker.
"When I was at Northern. I
to recruit Mike. but he wantto play Big Ten football." said
allory. who held a five-year
at Colorado before coaching
iluskies. "Bo had coached my
e brother, so I naturally knew
~(; and was familiar with his pro-

pn.
"As Mike visited around. he
had the opportunity to go there
and said, 'Dad. that's where I'd
like .to go.' I said it was fine, that
he had picked an excellent program and an excellent school.
They've all have liked Michigan a
lot. It's been an excellent experience for all of them."
Although his family is scattered around the central United
States (Doug is an assistant under
Jack Harbaugh at Western
Kentucky). Mallory said that he
and his wife Eleanor still remain

Bill Ma/101:\·
close with their three sons.
"Their mother and I raised
them to be good people and do
things right." Mallory said.
"We're a very close family. We're
parents. who like many. just want
them to tum out well and tried to
do things and handle them the
way we felt would make them
good people.
"My wife and I were raised by
wonderful parents. and we certainly tried to do the same with
our children. And with the football. I dido 't try to force it down
their throats. All I really tried to
do was make them understand
that if you're going to play the

game. you're going to do it the
right way."
And along with being parents
comes the task of urg g your
kid to excell in the c
oom as
well as on the field.
"Education was important."
Man
said. "Mike came here as
assistant (in 1987) to
is master's degree. and
work
went on from there. Education
was something I emphasized to
my children as well as my players. Like I said. there's a right
way to do it."
Mike earned a bachelor's
degree in sports administration in
1986
before moving to
Bloomington, Ind.• for a year. He
then spent, 1988-90 as an assistant
coach at Kent State.
Although Mallory thinks that
the Eastern community should get
its own impression of Mike, he
did have some words of praise for
Mike.
"I think ... he's a very easy
young man to talk to, and talking
as his father I don't want to blow
a lot of smoke," Mallory said.
"Mike will take care of himself.
He ·s a good. independent person
and I think he's a good. quality
individual."

game postponed by war
orth Carolina·s basState was postponed
after U.S. fighter
on Iraq and 30 min£'hancellor Paul Hardin
wd which had begun
8:25p.m.
ition that our lives
-a brief news conference
is not a moment to play

tted with N.C. State
.around 7 p.m.. and both
Coaches before making
said he was attending a
school officials. student

TED'S

representatives and others aside and moved to call off
the game.
"I think people will certainly understand that the
importance of the basketball game pales considerably
in comparison to what's on the minds of a lot of
Americans and a lot of others in the world that we five
in tonight.·· North Carolina athletic director John
Swofford said.
The postponement likely heightened the anxietyfor
NOrth Carolina seniOr Pete Chilcutt. whose brOJfier
serving with Operation Desert Shield in the Pers,Wt
Gulf. Chilcun was not available f« corm'lent afterlhe
postponement. but teammates Rick Fox and King Rice
said they could see in their fellow senior's face that he
. would have found it difficult to play.

i

Ihursday

A's Lansford
may miss year
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP) Oakland A's third baseman
Carney Lansford underwent
exploratory
arthroscopic
surgery Wednesday on his left
knee. which he injured in a New
Year's Eve snowmobile accident.
A mag®tic resonance imaging test
probable damage to the medial collateral and
anterior cruciate ligaments. but
the results of Wednesday's
surgery were not immediately
available, team spokesman Jay
Alves said.
Earlier examinations revealed
no cartilage damage or fractures, but team orthopedist Dr.
Rick Bost operated on Lansford
at Children's Hospital in San
Francisco to determine the
extent of damage to the ligaments.
Doctors have said Lansford
could need up to 18 months to
recover if the injury is severe.
The 1990 American League
champs have signed Vance Law
as a backup at third base. Also
available are Ernest Riles.
Lance Blankenship and Scott
Hemond.

DELTA SIGMA
PHI
Formal Smoker 7:00
for · es and t cal
1601 9th St.

3A.8-8519

~

LITE NIGHT
ats (etc.) GIVEAWAYS

z. COLD DRAFTS

DOGS & POPCORN
S

$1

RUM&COKE
BLUE TAIL FLY

GREAT DJ
DANCE
MUSIC

~·
;,,,. ... ,.
II

',

st1X ;::x.~~iXi ~
~

OPEN

-~

the BIG Screens (Satelllte Comins>
Come watch the ,..yoffsl
-Thursday-Lunch 11-1 :30
Subby, Pickle, Chips $2.95
Dlnner4*8
ltallan Burrito $3.50
Screwdrivers $1.25
Kllllan Red Pitchers $3.95
Bud (Famllly) 20 oz. $1.30
Miiier Lite 1O oz. 75(

"A Splash of Class"

SPRING BOWLING LEAGUES

Union

LEAGUE TIMES•••
Co-ed ... Mon.-9:00 p.m.
Co-ed ... Tues. - 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Peterson ... (lndv.) Wed. - 4:30 p.m.
Men's ... Wed. - 7 :00 p.m.

BOWLING
LANES

LEAGUES START: Monday, Jan. 28
Anyone interested in joining a league this spring should stop by
the JUNCTION in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $2.50 plus shoe rental (25¢).
,.

By R.J. GERBER

Samue ls said th at the re are a
couple of reasons for the Panthers'
second lialf woes.
Eas tern basketball coac h Rick
··one thing is that we get tired.''
Samuel s sa id th at he appreciate s Samuel s said. "Life on the road is
the effort of his squ ad . but the tough . The reason for the high shot
Panthers continue to come up sho11 percentage is that we get too tired
to contest shots. Also. when the
in close ballgames.
Eastern, 5-7 overall and 1-2 in opponents get that cushion of a
the Mid-Continent Conference. four- or five-point lead, they conhas had its troubles on the road. trol thing s. It's easier to shoot
The Panthers are 0 for six away when the pressure is off."
from Lantz Gymnasium thi s seaSamuels added that the coachson. Included in those six losses is ing staff is trying to get through to
a loss against Maine University on the team that the beginning of the
a neutral court in Portland, Maine. second half is crucial.
Eastern led the Black Bears 39-36
"We are trying to impress upon
at the intermission, only to lose them that the first five minutes of
71-68.
the second half are critical," he
Eastern then opened up Mid- said. "Then if we get down , it's
Continent action at the UNI-Dome hard to get over that hump."
against the Purple Panthers of
Senior co-captain Gerald Jones
Northern Iowa. Eastern also led at said that he tried to motivate his
the half against the Purple Panther teammates at the half of
Panthers, 39-32. Northern Iowa the Southern game.
won the game 63-62.
"I was the last one out of the
The Panthers played their sec- locker room and I told the guys
ond conference game
at . ' Let's get together and play hard,"'
Wisconsin-Green Bay. Up by just Jones, Eastern's point guard, said.
two at the break (35-33), the pre- ''I wish I knew what it was, but we
season
conference-favorite just have to relax and do it."
Fighting Phoenix came out of the
Eastern came out at the begindressing room and shot 12 of 16 ning of the second half and turned
from the field en route to a 72-62 the ball over to the Salukis, and
victory.
SI_U got two easy layups. The
Eastern was handed the same Panthers never could regroup.
fate Tuesday in Carbondale.
"We tend to come out and make
Southern Illinois led 32-28 after 20 turnovers in the second half,"
minutes of play and connected on Jones said. "And then there goes
14 of 21 shots from the field (6 7 our confidence."
percent) in the second half, as the
Jones' back court mate. junior
Missouri Valley Conference-lead- Steve Rowe. said that Eastern
ing Salukis claimed a 72-59 victo- seems to let up after the first half
ry.
at times.
Sports editor

KEN TREVARTHAN/Staff photographer
Senior Beverly Williams goes up for a shot during-practice Wednesday
at Lantz Gym.

Eastern women

host Illinois State
By KAREN MEDINA
Staff writer

Eastern's women's basketball
team is ready to show Illinois
State that beating Western
Illinois was no fluke.
The Lady Panthers moved to
::.-7 overall and picked up their
fi rst Gateway Conference win
a gainst Western Saturday.
According to an Illinois State
press release , the victory was an
upset.
Now the Lady Panthers are
)O king to show they aren't
f (kad yet in the Gateway race.
En~ tern hosts the Lady Redbirds
a 7:35 p.m. Thursday at Lantz
Gym.
"There's no bigger game of
t he year, " said Eastern point
g uard Karen McCaa. "They're
one of our biggest rivals."
Eastern remembers last
year's season-ending 107-68
devastating loss to the Lady
~cdbirds. That defeat knocked
the Lady Panthers out of an
opportunity to participate in the
conference playoffs after making a strong late-season comeback that left them just short.
Eastern is off to a slow start
again this year and is in need of
a conference win. At 1-4 and
tied for seventh in the Gateway,
the Lady Panthers are taking a
serious stance for the game.
"It's a big game for us," said
E astern forward Heather
Youngman. "We're out to win,
r.o doubt."
The Lady Redbirds enter the
game at 9-5 overall and 4-1 in

i

leader said. "Once w
first half we think t
downhill from there.
actually - the game
Rowe said that
know what it takes to
the winning side now.
"I think that the
was our wake-up cal
"I think the guys re ·
The Panthers play
members of the M"
Conference this w
Akron Zips come
and the Vikings of
play at Lantz Monda

Family affair

the league. Senior forward
Cindy Kaufmann leads the team
with a 21.4 point per game
average.
"Traditionally, Illinois State
is a well-coached, patient
team," said Eastern head coach
Barbara Hilke. "They take some
good shots and they outrebound you. I don't think anybody will stop Cindy Kaufmann
all year. She's always been a
tremendous shooter. She has a
quick release and great range .
She can post up or -shoot outside . And she's difficult to
defend because of her versatility."
Kaufmann scored 31 point s
in the Lady Redbirds' 81-74
victory last year at Lantz Gym .
" It ' s going to be a tough
game and we 're going to have
to play as hard on defense at
home as we played again s t
Southwest
Missouri,"
Youngman said.
The Lady Panthers lost that
game by four to the secondplace Lady Bears.
Center Stacy Frierdich leads
Eastern in scoring with a 15.9
point per game average .
Beverly Williams adds 14
points per game and Tracy
Roller adds 13.4. McCaa scores
8.3 points per game and
Youngman 7.6.
Eastern 's next Gateway contest comes against Indiana State
at 5: 15 p.m. Saturday at Lantz
Gym in the first game of
Eastern' basketball doubleheader.

•

•Notre Dame'
academicall
ble. Page 10

Mallory family rich in football tradition from father t
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Associate sports editor

If Eastern 's newest assistant
football coach Mike Mallory has
any intentions of following his
father's footsteps into the college
head coaching ranks, he has a
tough act to follow.
Bill Mallory, Mike's dad and
the head coach at Indiana
University, has compiled a 13496-3 record in his 21 years of
Division I-A head coaching experience.
But the elder Mallory thinks his
son will do just fine as Eastern 's

linebackers coach when the
Panthers line up next fall.
"I have a lot of confidence in
Mike," the 55-year old Mallory
said about the oldest of his three
sons . "I know he's the kind of
person who takes a lot of pride at
what he does as a player as well
as a coach.
"He's grown up with football.
It's always been a strong love of
his, as its been for me and
(Eastern head coach) Bob Spoo
and a lot of coaches. I know he's
just real pleased to have the
opportunity to come in and be a
part of the program. He's got a lot

of respect for Bob
just excited to co
get involved."
Indiana's Mallory
his college days pl
Ohio University a
All-Mid-American
a two-way end, s
Mike will focus on
nique, a skill that
two-time All-Big
under Bo Sche
Michigan.
"Mike was the
that probably wasn't
great talent, but he

Eastern wrestlers fall to SI
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Eastern's injury-plagued wrestling team suffered its second consecutive loss Tuesday night as
it was defeated by Southern Illinois-Edwardsville

34-7.
The loss dropped the Panthers record down to
the .500 mark (3-3) on the season. Although
Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland was not
pleased with the result of the meet, he said there is
no need to panic yet.
"We've just got to go out and wrestle. We still
have injuries to some of our key wrestlers,"
McCausland said. "There is nothing we can do
about it but wait."
Eastern started the meet out slowly, dropping
its first four matches of the night, as John Wentz
at 118, Mike Wheatley at 126. Ray Serbick at 134
and Dave Suthard all came up short. Geno
Fioravanti got the Panthers on the board with an
•
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impressive 18-8 victory over Sam P
at the 150 pound division.
Eastern suffered yet another inju
forced to forfeit the 158 pound
Hugunin was unable to wrestle wh
covered that he had a kidney infecti
The Panthers dug themselves too
as they were unable to battle back
deficit. Tom Carroll posted Eastern
victory as he defeated Chad Humph
Even though injuries have hurt t
year. there are some positive things
out of this. McCausland believes
will be better off in the long run.
"The younger guys on the team
of good experience in,'' McCausl
they mature, they will become better
The Panthers take their 3-3 reco
as they travel to Springfield, Mi
Southwest Missouri State Invitatio
Jan. 29.
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uld be sent reeling into depression as result of war
"I think it will unquestionably
push us into a deeper recession," he
added.
Nordin, who visited Saudi
Arabia last March, agreed.
"(The effects of the war) might
push us into a depression instead of
a recession at this point," Nordin
said, adding a depression could
bring about I 0 to 12 percent unemployment.
The economic effects would
manifest themselves at the gas
pumps only if the Saudi Arabian oil
fields are seriously damaged, he
added.
A major disruption of oil production in Saudi Arabian oil, Nordin
said. could send oil prices skyrocketing.
He said Kuwait and Iraq together
produced 3.6 million barrels of oil
for the world before sanctions took
effect. but countries including

Saudi Arabia and Venezuela helped
make up the difference by increasing their oil production. If Saudi oil
production is crippled by Iraqi
attacks. Nordin said, it will take
other oil-producing countries time
to produce more oil.
He said, however, that the cost of
oil may not rise immediately.
"There's not going to be any
ramifications (right away) as far as
costs (of oil and gasoline)," Nordin
said. He added if Saudi oil production is seriously disrupted the price
of oil could rise to more than $60 a
barrel. In that case, gas pump prices
would rise to about $3 a gallon.
Nordin said.
Smith also agreed with Nordin 's
assessment of gas price increases.
but he believes that Americans will
see the effects of the war on gas
prices much quicker.
"You'll see crude oil prices sour

on the international market," he
said, adding in "a matter of days"
gasoline prices will soar.
Smith, however, did not yet see
the possibilities of a depression.
"(It's) too early to talk about
that," he said.
In addition to the effects of war
on oil prices. other dangers to the
United States' economy are imminent, according to both professors.
"It's going to cost a lot of money
to stay (over there)." Nordin said.
That cost, Smith said, will harm
the already suffering national
deficit. He said this year's $250 to
300 billion deficit is an all-time
high for the United States and that
figure doesn't even include the
costs of the war.
On a personal level. both professors found the situation just as
eno1mous.
"It's really kind of scary ... the

whole thing," Nordin said.
"I don't think Iraq and Saddam
Hussein had any idea the military
power (against them)," he added. "I
really feel sorry for some of (the)
really nice people (I met in Saudi
Arabia). I feel sorry for the Iraqi
people, too. War can't be any fun
anywhere for anybody."
Smith said the United States
made serious mistakes that led to
war.
"We put ourselves into this situation," he said. "We should never
have taken that second step in early
November" by sending offensive
troops to the region, he added.
"George Bush put himself into a
position where he had no choice,"
Smith continued .. "Events almost
took control.
"lt did not have to be inevitable.''
he said. "We shOLild not be in a war
right now."

Israel citizens told
to stay home, keep
gas masks handy
By the Associated Press

form at Charleston gas pumps Wednesday night
reports of the first plane landing from the initial
q were in, Charleston motorists were at the pumps, digt could be a long siege on the oil market.
ttime I've ever had to wait in line before." one motorist
19,000 said.
attendants reported service at the pumps picked up
6 p.m., moments after CNN correspondents in Baghdad
· g sporadic gunfire and explosions in the city.
said the majority of the motorists were filling their
, an attendant at Gene's Derby on Lincoln Avenue and
a Decatur aviation batallion on alert since August, said
picked up considerably in anticipation of higher gas
n said motorists were still filling their tanks shortly
· gtime.

''I'll stay open as long as they're on the lot. And as long as I have
gas," he added.
Shel le Maynard. a junior at Eastern, hit the pumps after -;he and her
boyfriend went to a Catholic church to pray for about five or I 0 minutes.
"Then my boyfriend told me to come here and fill up the tank.'' she
said from the.Clark station on Lincoln Avenue.
An attendant at the Spee-D-Ma11 on Lincoln also reported a healthy
jump in business - about .2 0 cars from 6 p.m. to the 9 p.m. closing
time.
Horror stories and rumors of the jump in per-barrel prices of oil ran
rampant among customers, attendants said, but until some kind of definite word on how the attack will affect the markets is in, the stories
remain conjecture.
Meanwhile, the attack gave Swann more to think about than just
gas prices.
"If we have to go we have to go." he said of his unit. "It's what
we've got to do."

JERUSALEM (AP) - The Israeli army
put emergency regulations into effect
nationwide Thursday, ordering most citizens to stay at home and keep their gas
masks ready for a feared chemical attack.
The announcement was broadcast on
radio and television within an hour after
the United States. backed by' the multinational coalition, launched its attack on Iraq
early Thursday.
A general curfew was placed on the
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip. con-fii;iing, h.e teui..loJi s' 1.7 million
Palestinians to their homes.
Police reported clashes with masked
youths in Arab east Jerusalem. State-run
Israel television reported shots were fired
at the U.S. Consulate there, but did no
damage.
Israel radio said three shots were fired at
the building, seemingly from a passing cat.
and hit its wall. A Marine guard at a separate consulate building said the building hit
by bullets was empty at the time of attack.
Military sources said no offensive action
against Israel by Iraq was immediately
de tected . Iraq had said it would attack
Israel as their first reaction to a U.S.
assault.
Israel radio said the government
received advance American warning about
its attack.
State television said the United States
informed Israel that missile bases in western Iraq. which threatened the Jewish state.
were hit in the initial U.S. offensive.
The army spokesman, Brig. Gen.
Nachman Shai, praised the American strike
as a "brilliant military move'' but said the
results remained unclear.
Maj. Gen. Yaakov Lapidot, assistant to
the defense minister for home-front affairs.
said on Israel radio, "We have heard that
the bases at H-2 and H-3 in western Iraq.
which are the bases that threaten us. have
been attacked by planes."
But Brig. Gen. Zeev Livne. assistant to
the military chief of operations, cautioned:
"There is always a danger that a lone
launcher here or there will send a missile in
our direction. and we are ready for that
possiblity...
In announcing the emergency. the Israeli
military command said only citizens with
emergency jobs. such as hospital and utility
workers. should le av e the ir houses . All
were instructed to carry their gas masks.
"Due to the battles that · broke out in
the gulf and as a measure of precaution.
citizens of the country. apart from those
belonging to the emergency economic
sectors, are requested to stay inside their
houses, open their chemical protection
kits and keep them handy ... the an nouncement said.
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on-the strike: 'The battle has been joined' to free Kuwai

WASHINGTON (AP) - Pres- and issued his war order less
ident Bush summoned American than 24 hours after the expiration
and allied forces to war with Iraq of a United Nations deadline.
on Wednesday night, declaring Some 425,000 Americans were
solemnly that "the battle has deployed in the Gulf region.
been joined" to free Kuwait. backed by the Pentagon 's most
Operation Desert Storm began sophisticated aircraft and weapwith an aerial assault that met lit-· onry.
tie resistance, military officials
Defense Secretary Richard
said.
Cheney told reporters that the
"We will not fail," Bush first foray was conducted by
vowed as F- l 5E and other fight- hundreds of American, British.
er bombers were locking onto Saudi and Kuwaiti aircraft. "So
strategic military targets across far there has been no air resisIraq and Kuwait. Hostilities were tance" from the Iraq is, Cheney
well under way when the presi- said.
H e provided no details on
dent spoke to the nation at 8 p.m.
The president expressed hope casualties. but said reports were
"this fighting will rrot go on for "very encouraging."
long, and that casualties will be
He said the battle plan was
held to an absolute minimum." designed to "focus on military
He later moved to stabilize the targets. to minimize U.S. casualoil markets by opening up sales ties. and to do everything possifrom the nation's reserve.
ble to avoid injury to civilians in
Congressional leaders swiftly Iraq and Kuwait."
Speaking privately, one
pledged their support. Sen. Sam
Nunn, who led the opposition to Pentagon source said the official
war authority; said, "Our service- pronouncements on casualties
men and women will be given all were "overly optimistic."
Chairman Les Aspin of the
the resources to do the job.
"I believe we will prevail in a House Armed Services Commitmatter of days or weeks." An tee provided a sobering counteranti-war protest outside the point to Pentagon optimism. "I
White House grew to more than think that you 're going to need a
1,000 demonstrators as word ground attack. that this thing is
spread of the president's deci- going to be weeks, not days. that
sion, and mounted police were .we ' re going to have some casualties. " he said.
called for crowd control.
"Shame, shame," the demonBush spoke slowly, somberly,
strators shouted.
unsmilingly, and stumbled over
The president marshalled a several words. He said "all reapotent international alliance to sonable efforts" to resolve the
challenge Iraq's occupation of Persian Gulf by diplomacy had
the oil-rich kingdom of Kuwait failed, that Iraqi President

President George Bush in the Oral Office Thursday night when U.N. multinational forces attacked
Saddam Hussein "met every
overture of peace with contempt."
A Secret Service agent held a
gas mask in a green military bag
outside the Oval ·office as Bush
spoke.
He repeated his oft-standing
pledge that "this will not be
another Vietnam, .. vowing, "I
have said this before and I repeat

this here tonight. our troops will
not be asked to fight with one
hand tied behind their back. Our
troops will have the best possible
support."
Neither is it Panama, said
Cheney, where military victory
was essentially achieved after
one night.
Forces from 28 nations ,
including the Arab League were

"standing shoulder to
and would drive Iraqi
of Kuwait and destr
nuclear potential and
warfare facilities, Bush
One hundred and
aircraft were in the
according to embassy
Fred Dutton, who c
attack "saturation bo
Iraq.
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. As, many peopfe sat "$(~~:;\n

tio~d :J)y their television.s~ts,fi:· · ,,
· watthit1g.Jf1e ey~nu of t~i"·''
Persian(Jult War unfold. ot})". ·
ers sat atOuttd and analyied '' \Vere destroyed.
the tactics used.
'"That way our airplanes. can
According to MajorRobert control the sky,'' Dinnen
Dinnen, a professor of military added.
science in Eastern's Reserve
Although many may be surOfficer Training Corp, the prised by the suddenness of
method of attack was normal the attack, from a military
for the situation.
standpoint it was a wise move.
"Generally in a situation
"They were able to retain
like this, an air attack is used," the element of surprise by not
said Di.nnen. adding that the invading at the "H" hour (time
next step seems dear also.
of attack)." said Dinnen. ''It
"I wouldn •t want to specu- sounds like it was a surprise."
late. but the next step would
.Due to the severity of the
be to continue with the air '" situation, several Eastern
attack. They won't commit ROTC cadets would not comground forces. unless they have
lbe .s ituation due to
reasons."
to." Dinnen added.
. . ...one cadet did go so far
"They will want to continue
bombing to take out (the Iraqi) as to · venture the thought that
air defenses,.. he said. "They there would be a ground attack
want to make sure to take out within a week.
Although R.OTC cadets are
their weapons of mass retalia- ·
not in any danger of being,,
tion first."
By attacking from the afrt ' called up for duty. several
U.S. troops would have been alumnus from rhe Panther batable to take out lraq 's "primi- talion are already over in
Saudi Arabia,
tive" ait force . .
Alumni Lee Leathers and
The combined efforts of the '
Saudi Arabian and U.S. air Bob Haycock are stationed
forces also pJayed a large part with thf82nd Aitbom division
in the success ofthe anack. :,,
and f ()tJl'ter f11ilit'J."¥ science
The se~on(,i pltt,n of attack profe~S,Or <;apt. Ri~k. .Clift.o n .
would ·:be 'toAHiminiue the h.a~-~~ill,. S~tJ<t.istn<:~ Aug~
chem· .· .· .,q4Ji l~a_r pla~t,$; . in_
,·t.·h.·.·"·'e···'.::_t_,.f.·.:'.".. h· . lnf.~~,1'_.,Y isi~p:[ '
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By the Associated Press
Illinoisans huddled anxiously
by televisions at homes, offices
and bars as they heard the first
word that the United States had
attacked Iraq late Wednesday.
The attack provided a focal
point for hundreds of protesters in
downtown Chicago, scene of traffic stopping rallies Monday and
Tuesday, and heightened the fears
and anxiety of most Illinoisans
with family members in the war.
"I'd been thinking all day that
it wouldn't happen," said Debbie
Sullivan. who has two sons in the
Gulf. "I fear for my sons, I'm
really afraid for them. I want
them to come home. I hope the
country's done the right thing."
"I really thought that the guy
(Saddam Hussein) would back
down and they would work the
problem out without firing any
shots," said Olive Alderson of
Rankin in east-central Illinois.
Alderson 's son, Larry, and his
wife, Amy, are stationed in the
Gulf with the Army. Alderson is
caring for one of their three children - 2-year-old Brandon.
"He doesn't know what's going
on," Alderson said of Brandon.
"He knows I'm upset and I'm
crying, and he came to give me a
hug."
Keith Reinhardt of Murphysboro, whose brother Gary is a
medical officer on the USS
Midway, said it was "great" the
United States attacked so quickly.
In downtown Chicago. an antiwar protest had begun breaking
up when word came of the massive air strikes against Iraq.
Hundreds of protesters began
streaming back to the Kluczynski
federal building.
"No blood for oil!," they shouted. One sign read "1.000 points

Here are the Illinois National Guard and
military reserve units that have been activated in support of Operation Desert Shield:

AIR FORCE RESERVE UNITS
• 36th Aeromed Patient Squad, Chicago.
• 932nd Civil Engineering Co., Scott AFB.
ARMY RESERVE UNITS
• 92nd Medical Battalion HHQ, Springfield.
• 158th Aviation Battalion, Scott AFB.
• 300th Adjutant Gen. Co .• Fairfield.
• 300th Adjutant Gen. Detach., Homewood.
• 308th Medical Detach., Fort Sheridan.
• 308th Civil Affairs Detach., Homewood.
• 320th Medical Detach.. Fort Sheridan.
• 339th Trans. Detach .• Fort Sheridan.
• 347th Adjutant Gen. Detach., Marion.
• 357th Medical Detachment.. Chicago.
• 358th Military Police Company, Decatur.
• 376th Engineer Detachment. Granite City.
• 387th Quartermaster Battalion, Danville.
• 413th Adjutant Gen. Detach., Forest Park.
• 416th Engineer Detachment, Chicago.
• 416th Hdqtrs. Co. Command, Chicago.
• 419th Transportation Detach., Peoria.
• 423rd Medical Laboratory, Chicago.
• 424th Medical Laboratory, Chicago.
• 426th Medical Laboratory, Chicago.
• 624th Engineer Detachment, Granite City.
• 6nth Trans. Detach., Fort Sheridan.
• 719th Medical Detach., Fort Sheridan.
• 724th Transportation Detach.. Peoria.
• 822d Military Police Company, Rosemont.
• 936th Combat Support Co.. Wood River.
• 996th Medical Laboratory, Chicago.

• Co G, 3rd Bn. 24th Mari
• 2nd Bn. 24th Marines, W
• H&S Co, 2nd Bn, 24th
• Co G, 6th Engs Supp

NAVY RESERVE
• MOBASCONTGRP 1603,
• MOBASCONTGRP 7272,
• 4 MAW MED MACG 48.
• CINCUSNAVEUR DET,
• Nav Hosp PHILA 113,
•MED IMA l1326A, Great
• Hospital Philadelphia 113,
•Medical Unit P-1326B,
• NBNCSO Mideast 113,
• FIRSTEURLANT 1572,
• NAVOPINTCEN 0872,
• DEFINTERROG 372,
• NCSO KOREA/NZ 113,
• NCSO CHICAGO 413.
• Nav Hosp Great Lakes,
• NAVINFO Chicago 113,
• 4th Marine Div 2124. F
• 4th Marine Div 2124,
• 4th Marine Div 3/24
• NSD SUBIC DET C 101
•Medical Unit P1332A. Fi
•Medical Unit P1326B,
ILLINOIS ARMY
• 1244th Transportation
• 1544th Transportation
• HQ 108 Medical
• 1644th Trans. Co
• 233rd Military Police
• C-12 Aircraft. Pilots.
• 933rd Military Police,

MARINE RESERVE UNITS
•Aerial Refuel Trans. Squad, Glenview.
• Light Helicopter Squad, Glenview.
• Co C, 6th Engineer Support, Peoria.
• lnterrogatorfTranslator Unit, Great Lakes.
• lnterrogatorfTranslator Team, Chicago.

of death." After several hours in
front of the building, a crowd of
about 400 protesters bega\1
marching through downtown
streets, chanting and stopping
traffic. About 20 police officers
tracked the crowd without trying
to stop it.
Chicago resident Joan Averill,
33. brought her 5 -month -old
daughter. Allison, to the rally.
"When we were listening to the
news tonight and I heard that Iraq
was being firebombed. all I could
do was hold her and think about
what the Iraqi women were doing
with their children." Averill said.
"I thought it was important for
me to bring her here."

In Springfiel
gar, in his tit'
issued a sta
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decision. Bo

